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Sedak BAU innovations: edge protection made from glass
and glass spacers for insulation glass

Innovative products with functional
transparency
At BAU, sedak presented two examples of how it has a clear
edge in glass construction: firstly with the glass impact and
edge protection "sedak clear-edge" for parapets, hand rails and
edges of constructional glass building components, and
secondly with a glass spacer for insulation glass – "sedak
isopure". Both of these innovations increase the level of
transparency

as

functional

tailor-made

detail

solutions,

especially in all-glass constructions.
With "sedak clear-edge" the glass processor based in Gersthofen,
Germany, has developed a transparent, aesthetically attractive
edging solution for exposed glass edges, for example on glass
parapets or hand rails. This special glass strip is laminated onto the
edge, providing it with a neat and clean conclusion. With its highly
polished sides and absolutely flat glass surface, "sedak clear-edge"
sets functional and aesthetic accents. The open edge of the glass
composite is protected from the influences of the weather, the
laminated-on glass acts as protection against impacts, thus enabling
two-pane laminates where the building regulations previously
required three-pane laminates to be used.

It looks like glass, glass and glass
With "sedak isopure" insulation glass façades look even more
transparent. These glass spacers, which are utilized on two sides of
the pane, cause the joints between the glass elements to be optically
dissipated.

"Glass

façades

with

sedak

isopure

are

almost

uninterruptedly transparent. In combination with glass fins as
supporting structural elements, highly transparent glass façades with
up-to-date energy standards can be created", explained sedak
Managing Director Bernhard Veh.
Enormously popular exhibits
The trade fair was very positive for sedak. This was mainly due to the
excellent response from the public. Veh: "Our stand was constantly
very busy. We were especially pleased that four guided tours for
architects visited sedak – with more than 2000 exhibitors this makes
us feel especially honoured". Among others, the internationally
renowned daylight expert Ulrike Brandi brought a group of planners
to the sedak stand in hall C3.
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Picture captions
[19-01_isopure]
A glass spacer: With "sedak
isopure" insulation glass
elements that provide
transparency right into the
joints can be created.

[19-01_clear-edge]
With "sedak clear-edge" even the
edges of thin laminates can be
effectively and transparently
protected.
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[19-01_Messestand] und [19-01_Messestand1]

At BAU, sedak presented Innovative products with functional
transparency.
Photos: sedak GmbH & Co. KG
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Leading glass
sedak, the glass manufacturer in Gersthofen, Germany, was founded in 2007. The
company and its 170 employees have developed into the world’s technology and
innovation leader for large insulating and safety glass. With a ten-year experience of
manufacturing oversize glass and after having increased the level of automation
continuously, sedak is regarded as a specialist in this know-how intensive segment. The
glass units reach dimensions up to 3.51 m x 20 m - processed, tempered, laminated,
printed, coated, and cold bent. The core capabilities are the lamination of glass, edging,
and the company’s special knowledge of producing glass components with additional
functional and decorative elements. sedak’s production has been optimized for
extraordinary glass sizes and weights; all finishing steps are highly automated and
handled in-house. As a full supplier for glass up to 20 m, sedak sees itself as a partner for
architects, designers, and façade constructors. Outstanding references are for example
the House of European History in Brussels, the Faculty of Medicine in Montpellier,
the Torre Europa in Madrid, Brookfield Place in New York City, the Apple Cube in New
York City, the science center experimenta in Heilbronn, as well as numerous premium
flagship stores worldwide.
Application
§

glass façades

§

safety glazing

§

glass roofs

§

all-glass constructions

§

glass stairs

§

interior design

§

glass balustrades

§

custom-made glass units

§

ship building
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